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Led lights wholesale from Russian
Producers!The calculation of illuminance
Catalog LGT Ekolayt Lamps based on led appeared in the market only at the beginning of the 21st
century. To date, this trend in creating artiﬁcial lighting is recognized as one of the most promising for
a number of reasons. Based led lamps have a completely new mechanism of light does not use
harmful substances and cost-eﬀectively consume electricity. For every activity and type of use, there
are lights on the led. In the domestic market, they provide Liderlayt, Lampiris Ekolayt and Optogan.
The direction these companies are diﬀerent but among their assortment you can ﬁnd lamps for
housing, industrial, oﬃce and home spaces and the street lighting system. In housing and street
lighting led lamps are used because they have greater strength and do not contain fragile elements
can fail from vibration or shaking. Also the lamps are made of high strength glass and metal which
makes them vandal-resistant and insensitive to weather conditions or temperature changes.
Technical parameters of led lights are that they can operate at low and high temperatures without
losing brightness. Industrial lighting led used in factories warehouses and in the shops. Such lamps
have a higher luminous ﬂux through the use of high-brightness LEDs and several light panels.
Industrial lamps are able to illuminate a large space, while consuming less energy than ﬂuorescent or
halogen lamps. In the manufacture of industrial luminaires are durable glass and frames made of
metal because the production can happen in critical situations when the lighting is vital. The company
working with explosives buy led lights wholesale for their shops to ensure smooth functioning of the
lighting. In homes and oﬃces led lamps are appreciated for eﬃciency easy maintenance and low
power consumption. Well as household or oﬃce lamps start instantly without requiring time to warm
up which positively aﬀects productivity. The led gives a smooth diﬀused and soft light as close to
daylight than prolonging the eﬃciency of a man accustomed to labor day. If you have decided to buy
led lamps you should not postpone the step to new technology for tomorrow and order your lamps
today. No less frequent and led lamps made for the purposes of holiday lighting and light cannon balls
the chasers. Compared to
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